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ON THE NULL-SPACES OF ELLIPTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL

OPERATORS IN  R"

BY

HOMER F.WALKER

ABSTRACT.   The objective of this paper is to generalize the results of.Lax

and Phillips [4] and Walker [ó] to include elliptic partial differential operators

of all orders whose coefficients approach constant values at infinity with a certain

swiftness.    An example is given of an elliptic operator having an infinite-dimen-

sional null-space whose coefficients slowly approach constant limiting values.

1.   Introduction.   Let  L   (R"; C  ) denote the usual Hilbert space of equiva-

lence classes of  C  -valued functions on  R"  whose absolute values are Lebesgue-

square-integrable over R".   Given a positive integer  m,  let  H   iW; C  ) denote

the Hilbert space consisting of those elements of  LAW; C  ) which have (strong)

partial derivatives of order zzz  in  LAW; C  ).   Denote the usual norm on

LAW; Ck) by   || ||,   and take

,1/2

dx

to be the norm on  HmiW; C  ), the notation being standard multi-index notation

In the following, each linear partial differential operator

Z    aaix) -uix)
\a\<m dxa

Auix)

of order  m  is assumed to have domain  H   iW; C  )  in  L,(R"; C  )  and to have
rzz 1 '

coefficients continuous in x on  R^.   Such an operator is said to be elliptic if

det Z aAx^a ¿0

for all x in  R"  and all nonzero £ in  R".

Consider a linear elliptic partial differential operator

da
A   uix) z .:

<X  =7ZZ
J     0-
OX

■uix)
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of order  m which has constant coefficients and no terms of order less than ttz.

Suppose that there is given a second elliptic operator

AQu(x)=    Z    a°a(X)--u(x)
7| < 777 ^a

of order  ttz whose coefficients converge at infinity swiftly and uniformly to those

of A     as follows:   There exists a nonnegative real-valued continuous function

0 on  R"  and a number  e,  0 < <r < 7,   satisfying

(i) \(A   -Aju(x)\ <cp(x) u(x)
dxa

1/2

for all  x in  R"  and all  u in  H   (W; C*).
777

(ii) |x|ra+260(x)  is bounded in  R*.

(Note for later reference that it follows in particular from (ii) that  (l + 7|)m_"'   +f

0W is in L2(R"; C1) and that  lin.77^ (l + |x|)m + f0(x) . 0.)

Then, given a positive   R,  denote by  E(A Q, R) the set of all linear elliptic

partial differential operators

da
Au(x) =    Z    a cSx)-"(*)

|a|<m dxa

of order  m whose coefficients are equal to those of A     outside the ball  ß"   of

radius   R  about the origin in  R*.   Note that if A   is an operator in  E(AQ, R),

then there exist constants C^   and C    depending on  A   such that the standard

elliptic estimate   \\u\\m <Cj||zz|| +C2||Azz||  holds for all  zz  in  HjRn; Ck).   (See

[l], [5], and others for the derivation of such estimates.)   It follows from this

estimate that an operator in  E(A „, R) with domain  H   (R"; C  )  is a closedr 0 777 '

operator.

The objective of this paper is to generalize the results of [4] and [6], which

concern first-order elliptic operators whose coefficients become constant outside

a bounded subset of  R",  to include the operators in E(A   , R) described here.

Specifically, it is shown in the sequel that the dimension of the null-space

N(A) of an operator  A  in  E(AQ, R)  is finite and depends upper-semi-continuously

on the operator in a certain sense.   The line of reasoning followed here parallels

exactly that followed in [6].   In particular, the proofs of Lemma 3, Theorem 1,

and Theorem 2 may be transcribed almost verbatim from their counterparts in [6]

and will not be given here.   In the concluding section, an example is given of an

elliptic operator with an infinite-dimensional null-space whose coefficients ap-

proach their limiting values at infinity more slowly than do the coefficients of

the above operator  A   .
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2. Preparatory lemmas. Given a positive R and linear elliptic partial dif-

ferential operators  A^ and A.  of order m  as described above, consider the set

MiAQ, R) = \u 6HJW; Ck): support A Qu Ç B"R\.

Note that  NÍA) is contained in  MiAQ, R) tor every  A  in EÍAQ, R).   The lemmas

that follow show that the restriction of an operator in  EÍA Q, R) to  MÍA., R) be-

haves in several ways as if the independent variables were restricted to abounded

subset of  R".

Lemma 1.    There exists a positive continuous real-valued function  CÍR),

defined for all positive  R and depending on A„, A    , n, and m as well as  R,

which is 0(Rm) for large R and which is such that the estimate  ||zy|| < C(R) ||z4   k|| holds

for every u in M(AQ, R).

Proof. The exact approach taken to the proof depends on whether (m - n/2

+ c) is positive or negative. In the following, for any positive R, u denotes an

element of MÍAQ, R) and A^u is denoted by /.

Case 1.   If (z72 - 77/2 + c)  is positive, denote by p the largest nonnegative

integer less than (zzz - n/2 + c).   Note that  (l + |x|)m~     2 +f |/(x)|   is integrable

over  R",   since

j;
il + \x\)m-n/2*t\f(x)\dx

R"

<   L H + \x\)m-"/2+e\fix)\dX

J\x > R
il + \x\)m-nn+%Ax-AAuix)\dx

{i¡,|_<R(1 + H)2m-"+2fA}I/2,l/l1

+ {^|>R(1 + |x|)2m"" + 26<^(x)2^}1
1/2

\\u\\    .1      11 ^j

A particular consequence of this is that  (- ix) f(x)   is absolutely integrable over

R* whenever   |a| < p.   Thus, if   |a| <p,  then

— /(c;)=(22t)-"/2   f     e-^A-ix)af(x)dx

is the Fourier transform of an absolutely integrable function and, hence, is con-

tinuous.   Now   |f|~   m|/(¿r)|2   can be bounded by a constant multiple of the inte-

grable function   |zz(s)|    and, therefore, must be integrable.   It follows that

(da/d^a)f(0) = 0 whenever  |a| < p.   If p = 0,  this is implied by the continuity of

fig);  if p is positive, this is a consequence of the formula
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7(0-7«*+ Z     Z    Utt •••^.
-1     ■ •  -,   I1       1       2 7

1-1        1.       •••     f    SI /

V

7_1    »7'*",ÎJ=1
2

/(O)

+   z —— f- í- •••£■ r
1'      ,!p

1      d"

pJ0 ^ • ••<?£.
7($r)(i-í)í,-1A.

Now 0 < ttz - n/2 + 6 - p < 1, and so for   |a| = p

da ,

de
f(0

jL/^.jL/ío)

*{2*~U/2 f\i\.n*

(2 n)-nn   f      (e~^x - l)(-ix)af(x)dx
J D 77

,-iix

£. -d+U )> i
l||x|7/(x)|z/x

^""^/kl.cH.lx.^W
mwl

;i

<(277)-"/2[2+ £ ^-Wlm""/2+f_P   f     ^

\     7=1 '7 JR"

x|7/(x)|zix

m-"/2+e|/(x)|zix.

Since   (2 + 2°1    1//'!) = (l + e) < 4, this inequality and (when  p > 0) the formula

.   _,  (ö - 1)!      1     2 !fi -'o

1      d*

P-«  d$.    ... r3£.'i        %

7(íí)U-/)»-1*
•       -, (p

yield the estimate

\J(t)\<4(2n)-"/2^.\£\m-«/2 + e  C      (l + \x\r-"/2+e\f(x)\dx

valid for p > 0.  Now, noting that

Hra<
*y/2|m+r««i.M«<f)-ií|iiA-^ij

for  u  in  H   (R"; C   ), one has
777 '
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f   (i + i*ir-"/2+íi/u)¡¿x
JRn

= S^RA + \x\r-nnu\ti*)\dx

<L<RA + \x\r-"/2+Afix)\äx

♦i¡«,>i,tt + w>—/a*Wz
i i- \h<„

!/lxl<R(i + w)2—+2f dx
1/2

d*     (   )

dx

2\l/2

¿JC

J|x|>R
1+   * \2m-n+2( J.(\2cpixYdx

1/2   m + n
1/2

II« ||
m

|/i,,>R^M'i-*2'*('^l,/t.+T![i^K(í,"j
<Cj(R)|l/|| +C2(R)||«||

iher

+1.       )1/2
'.00-U      (l + W)
1 )J|x|<R '    '

max  \AJC)
fl-I 1

and

c7^)=lr .x ü + i*D2m-*+2f<M*)2zi4
i * _ " i

1/2 /m +7/

m

1/2

(Note that  C.(ß) and  C2(zR) are continuous functions of  R,  and that  C.(R) is

OÍRm     ) tor large  R  and  C  (R)  approaches zero as   R grows large.)   Substituting

this into the estimate bounding   \fi£)\  gives the estimate

|/(£)| <4(277)-"/2(//V/j!)|cf|m-"/2+e[C1(R)||/||+C2(/c)||zv||].

Then
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ll«1=[f   l-UO-^Wtf
/-'d 72

1/2

\Ç\-2m\îiO\2d£

<Lax  lAj^)-1!]^!!/!!
||í|-l J

+ rmax  |Aoo(tf)-1||4(277)-"/2^[C1(R)||/|| + C2(R)||7,
||f|=l J ?"

Jl, l£l
•2777+2777-71+26

|f|<*-»

<C3(R)||/||+C4(R)|7||

^
fl/2

where

and

C3(R) = max ¡ají) -1 „<>/*Rm + 4(277)-"/2üTL^j      C7R)R-f
1/2

]

C4(R)
tmax ¡A-(£)

-1
4(2

p IA \1/2

»>-"/2fr(ir)   e>«>R-'

and  A     is the area of the unit sphere in  R".   (Note that now   C AR) and  C AR)
n r i 4

are continuous functions of R, and that C ,(R) is 0(Rm) tor large R and C (R)

approaches zero as R grows large.) Let RQ be sufficiently large that C (R) < 1

whenever  R > RQ,  and define for all  R

COD-
!

C3(R)/(1 -C4(R)) if R >R0,

C3(R0)/(1 -C4(R0))    if R <R0.

The nonnegative real-valued function  C(R)  is continuous in  R  and   0(Rm) for

large   R.   Furthermore, since   .M(A_, R)  is contained in  M(A Q, R.) whenever

R < RQ,  it is clear that for all  R  the estimate   \\u\\ < C(R)\\A   u\\  holds for all  u

in  M(A Q, R).   This proves the lemma in the case   (m - n/2 + e) > 0.
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Case 2.   If im - n/2 + c) is negative, then for any pair  K    and  K    of

positive numbers satisfying   K    < KJt   one has

L1<I?I<K2
\Ç\-2m\ïiÇ)\2dÇ

±2 L<\s\<kJí
-2m

>Kl<\í\<K2

Í2rt)~n/2   f e-^xfiX)dx

hi+\x\)>K~>C"2

dtt

•1<|f|<K2
+ 2 JK   /l£l_   If'1

<2K-2-J
J T> n

Í2n)

R'
(217)

■n/2

-n/2 f e-^xfix)dx

\)<K2

'd(

(1+|*|)>K

e-^xfix)dx dc;

+ 2™-nL<\i\<KM
-2m

■

'1<|Í|<K2

< 2K-2m
1

J(l+|x|)>i<2

+ 2 ^H/k^UI^ ^l_"+2i^jj/Rzz(1 + W)m-/2 + f l/WI^|
2

-1
If  K     is sufficiently small that   K?     > R + I,  then

f \fix)\2dx
(l + |x|)>K2

<   f .  KA.-A0).(*)|áA
-/(i+Ix|)>k;1

•/(l+|x|)>K?1 \u

'¿."2

da

'£."2 5xa
Z2 Of) (¿X

sup <¿U)1   ||<

AJO'1

Furthermore, there is the previously derived estimate
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f     (1 + |x|)m-"/2 + e|/(x)|zz'x<C1(R)||/||+C2(R)|7|
-n 71

where

fl/2

+j^l>.(i+w)i"-n,*w2i'f/2("r)'/I[?p1|A-(fV)"'j

and

C2(R) = \f^R(l + \x\)2»>-»+2<<p(x)2dx\
1/2 fm +77xl/2

Then for  K     sufficiently small that  K~    > R + 1
2 2       —

¿.slfliK,^!-2-'^'«

<2K72m

+ 2(277)-"(An/2i)!K26-K2f!iC1(R)||/||+C2(R)||a||!2

where  A     is again the area of the unit sphere in  R".  If  R > 1, it follows that

f ,      . ier2mi/(^)i2^=z r +1   .       .   . iei-2mi/(i)i2^
•'1^1 <(2R)_1 y = ,    •/(2'   1R)_I<|i|<(2JR)"1

< £ 2(2'+1R)2-r      sup 0(x)]YW + *\L| +Lax   |^_C^>- ^ll/lli2
7=1 [ci+|x|)>2>R \\m/\ lKI=1 J       j

+ Z 2(27T)-"(y[(2'R)-2f-(2' + 1R)-2e]|C1(R)¡|/|| +C2(R)|7||i2

/-I \ f/

<22-+i[ suP   (i + ixi)-»+f0U)lYf: 2-2>\R-2<(m+n\
L(l+|x|)>2R J   ̂ .j J \   m   )

Au\\+\max^\AjO~l\\\fñ

2-1,-   (n\\\¡\\   .   r-   ZnMl_.ll »2+ 2(277)-"Un/2e)(2R)-2f{C1(R)||/|| + C2(R)||n||

<\CAR)\\f\\+CÄR)\\u\\\2
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where  C (R) and  CAR) are now taken to be

/ oo \l/2

C3(R)=2m+1/2|"     sup        (l + |x|Kf0U)||Z2-2'f
[<1+|*|)>2K Jl=1 i

//7z+7zV/2r ,1"1. ) [ïp ̂ 'i

|l/2i9„1-n/2('4    /->^l/2/-,DW,
-  , \z\ 7+ 21/¿(2z7)-"/¿(A  /2e)1/2(2R)"íC,(R)

n 1

and

C4(R) = 2-+1/2|"     sup       (1 + Ix|r+^WYZ2-2AI  2R-<(m + nY

[ü+j*|>>2zS J\,., y \     Z72      /

+ 21/2(2zt)-"/2(A  /2f)1/2(2R)-fCJR).
zz 2

(Note that  CAR) and  C,(R)  are continuous functions of   R,  and that  CAR) is

0(Rm) for large  R  and  C  (R) approaches zero as  R grows large.)   Then as

before,

)l/2
mi < Lax i^^-'iljr,    , \^\-2m\no\2dAl

Hi i-i        Jriíi>R_1 j

+ [mfx i/^-Mllr ,     ifi-2mi?(e
|]fi-i        Jriii^R-1

<L« lAjfr^H-iyi+r^ hje)-1i|ic3(R)ii/ii + c4(R)iizzii}

<Lax   |Aje)-1|l{R- + C  (R)S||/||+rmax   lAjf )" ̂ C^M.
[kh J U^=1 J

Let  RQ  be sufficiently large that  [maxizzi   ¡ \AjO~ 1\]C  ÍR) < 1  whenever

R > R0,  and define for all  R

[max,,..   |Aj<f)-1|]iRm + C,(R)S

CiR) =-A±-L_-1-       if  R > R n,
l-[maxk|=1  |Aoo(if)-1|]C4(R)

[maxk| = 1  \Ajt)-l\]\R™ + CAR0)\
=-—-if R < R n.

l-[maXlé-{ = l\Ajc;)-}\]C4ÍR0)

The nonnegative real-valued function   C(R) is continuous in   R and  0(Rm) for
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large R.   Furthermore, since  M(A Q, R) is contained in  M(AQ, RQ) whenever

R < R„,  it is clear that for all R  the estimate   ||«|| < C(R)|j_4^^wjj  holds for all  u

in  M(/-0, R).   This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.    For any positive  R,  every subset of M(A ., R) which is bounded

in H   (W; Ck) is relatively compact in  L_(R"; Cfe).
777 ' J r 2

Proof.   Consider first the following

Claim.   There exists an R„  such that whenever R > Rq,  there is a positive

constant c for which the estimate   \\u\\ < c\\A Qu\\  holds for all  zz in M(A „, 2R)

having support in  R" - B" .

Proof of claim.    For any R and all u in M(A „, 2R) having support in

R" - B" ,  one has the estimate
z.

1711 <C(2R)||/180k|| <C(2R)||/t0a|| + C (2R)\\(A ̂  - A Q)u\\

<C(2R)||/40zz|| + C(2R)( sup    0(x)\||zz||

\|x|>R J

< C (2R)\\A 0u\\ + C(2R)( sup    0(x)\Cj|7|| +C(2R)/  sup    0(x)\C2||Aozz|
\>R / \|x|>R

) 1 + CI   sufC(2R)|l + Cj  sup    0(x)
l>R

\A  u\\ + C(2R)    sup    0(x))C   ||zz||
1    |>R

where  C(2R) is the function described in Lemma 1 and where   C.   and   C-  are

the  constants  appearing  in the  estimate    ||zz||      <  C,||_z|| + C2||/l0zz||   on

Hm(R"; Ck).   Since  C(R) is   0(Rm) for large  R  and since  0(x)(l + \x\)m+-i

approaches  zero  as    |x|   grows large  there exists   an   R„   such  that

C(2R)(supi   i>R 4>(x))C j < 1  whenever  R > R Q.   Then for R > RQ,  the estimate

C(2R)[l + C2(sup,   :>R 0(x))]

""" - l-C(2R)C1(sup.  [>R0<*» l|A0""

holds for all  u in  M(/_0, 2R) having support in  R" - ß",  and the claim is proved.

Now since   M(A Q, R) is contained in  M(A Q, RQ) for every  R < RQ,  the

lemma will be proved if it can be shown to hold true for all  R  greater than or

equal to the   RQ of the above claim.   Suppose that   R > RQ  is given.   To prove

that every subset of M(A Q, R) which is bounded in  H   (R"; C*) is relatively

compact in   L2(R"; C   ),  it suffices to show that an arbitrary sequence  izz.l  in

M(AQ, R) which is bounded in  H   (R"; Ck) contains a subsequence which is

Cauchy in  L  (R"; C  ).   Given such a sequence, let  y.   be a scalar-valued infi-

nitely-differentiable function on  R"  satisfying the following:

(i)   i/j(x)= 1  for   |x| < R.

(ii)  0(x) = 0 for  |x| > 2R.

Now for all  i
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ll"A"¿llm < const \\ui\\m < const

and the functions   xfiu. have compact support, so it follows from the Rellich Com-

pactness Theorem [2, p. 169] that there is a subsequence  {xpu. \   which is

Cauchy in  LAW; Ck).   It remains to find a Cauchy subsequence of j(l - i/z)z/.¿ J.

Since each  u.    is in  M(A Q, R), (1 - xp)A Qu .    is identically zero on  R".   It is

then apparent that the functions A A il - ifj)u.] are bounded in H^W; C  ) and

have support in  S2R.   Then the Rellich Compactness Theorem implies that

there exists a subsequence  A Ail - ip)u .    ] which is Cauchy in  L2(R"; C  ).

But the functions   [(l - xb)u ■    ] and their differences are in  MÍA., 2R) and have
lH u

support in  R" - BR.   Since   R > R_,  it follows from the claim that the sequence

1(1 -</»z/¿.  !  is itself Cauchy in  L2(R"; Ck).   Therefore, the sequence  \ui-    =

ibu .     + (1 - xb)u ■    S is a subsequence of \u \ which is Cauchy in  L  (R"; C  ),
';'/ . il l

and the lemma is proved.

The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma 2 and the elliptic estimate

\\u\\m <CiNI + C2H'4"II   °n   Hm^R"' C^   for atl °Perator   A   in   E^A0' R}-    In the

statement of the lemma,  NÍA)    denotes as usual the orthogonal complement of

NÍA) in  L2(R"; C  ).   The proof is a trivial generalization of the proof of Lemma

3 of [6].

Lemma 3.    For any positive   R  and any operator A   in  EiA„,R), there

exists a positive constant  c for which the estimate ||z/:|| < c||Azz||   holds for every

u  in  MÍA0, R) njV(zl)1.

3.   Null-spaces of operators in  EÍAQ, R).   Let there be given linear elliptic

partial differential operators  A^ and A     of order  m as described in the pre-

ceding sections.   Note that, for any positive   R  and any operators  A   and A

in E(A„, R),   it follows from the elliptic estimate for such operators and from

the boundedness of the coefficients of the operator  ÍA - A ) that there exist

positive constants  Cj   and  c    for which the estimate   ||(A - A )u\ < c.\\u\\ +

cA\Au\\  holds for all  u in  H   ÍW; C  ).   In particular, the constants  c    and

c    in this estimate can be made arbitrarily small by taking the coefficients of

A     sufficiently near those of .4   uniformly in  R".   Theorem 1 below is a

consequence of Lemma 2, which plays a role here analogous to that played by the

Rellich Compactness Theorem in similar investigations in which the independent

variables are restricted to a bounded subset of R".   Theorem 2 is deduced from

Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 by using standard perturbation theory arguments that ap-

pear in [3].   For details of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, the reader is referred

to the respective proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 of [6].

Theorem 1.    // A   is an operator in EÍAQ, R) for some positive  R,  then the

dimension of NÍA)  is finite.
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Theorem 2.    // A  and A'   are operators in  E(AQ, R) for some positive   R,

and if A '   is sufficiently near A  in the sense that the constants  c.   and c2  are

sufficiently small in the estimate   \\(A - A )u\\ < c.||zz|| + c2||/4a||  for  u  in

H   (R";  C^),  then the dimension of N(A')  is no greater than the dimension of N(A).

4.   An operator with an infinte-dimensional null-space.   The following example

is intended to demonstrate that the preceding theorems are invalid unless it is

assumed that the coefficients of the operators at hand approach constant limiting

values at infinity with a certain rapidity.   For a real number a,   0 < a < l/2,

consider the operator Aau(x) = A   u(x) + Bau(x) acting on functions  zz  in

H AR2, C  ),  where A^  is the Cauchy-Riemann operator

*J,w_f-1 0U.(.>.(°  'U-.M
0     1/t.Xj \1     0/(9x2

and where  B a is the operator defined by

r,     z   .                  2a /      !       2\   z   .
Bu\x) =-1 \u\x).

(1 +x2 + x2)1-a\   *,     *,/

Note that the coefficients of Aa approach those of A     on the order of   |x|     ~

as   |x|  grows large.   (In order to satisfy the hypotheses of the preceding theo-

rems, the coefficients of a first-order linear elliptic operator in  R2   must ap-

proach constant limiting values at infinity on the order of   |x|~ for some

positive  f.   Thus the preceding theorems are "within  f" of being the best pos-

sible results.)   Now for each positive integer /',  the function

'Re (x - + ix A1

Xxl = expi-U + x j  + x2 '"

\ Im (x. + z'x2)7

u (x) = exp Í- (1 + x ? + x 2 )a

is in  Z/.(R   ; C  ) and is annihilated by  A a.   Since the functions  u. are linearly

independent, it follows that the null-space of Aa is infinite-dimensional.
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